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What’s been happening in the year 3/4 class
This has been a good start to the year for 3/4 class so far. We’ve organised the class into
groups based on current ability, with differing groups in literacy and maths, with the options to move up to the next group as skills and understanding change. We’ve started on
our theme of Easter, and learned about different Easter traditions, both from the Christian
and secular viewpoints.
So far in literacy, we’ve been mostly focussing on reading and spelling through all students
being encouraged to attempt to sound out words before asking for help. We’ve spent some
time going back to phonics and reviewing compound letter sounds to support this process.
We’ve also reviewed grammar focussing on nouns, verbs and adjectives with the goal being
by the end of the term for all students to be able to begin working on story writing.
In maths we’ve gone back to addition and subtraction, with the aim being that all students
will be able to add numbers using the 1s, 10s, 100s columns and so forth, which is a necessary basis before moving on to multiplication, division and fractions, which we hope to get
to in time.
We’ve spent some time with the arts as well, exploring painting, sketching, body art, drama,
dance and have even made a short film utilizing all of those skills to create it.
This term has also had some major changes with Teacher Paul leaving our class and Deborah starting this week. We wish her all the best and hope that she will do great things with
this class in the weeks to come.

Teacher Paul, Marlene, Eric and Deborah
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This Weeks Awards

Upcoming Event

Child Care

Monday 23rd February

Kayda Liddle—Being a buddy a buddy

OAT—Secondary

Pre-School

Tuesday 24th February

Ashmae Armstrong—Sharing the bike with his peers

Sisters of Charity— Pre School + Child Care

Bailey Holt— Coming to school everyday since the beginning of
the year

OAT— Year 5/6

Transition
Justin Belia— Doing a great job when helping to pack –up
Ian Anderson—Trying hard with his cutting skills
Year 1
Rosina Ryder— Always trying her best
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Wednesday 25th February
OAT— Year 3/4
Thursday 26th February
OAT— Year 2
Friday 27th February
OAT— Year 1

Desmond Smith— Great effort in gymnastics
Year 2
Troy Peters—Getting on with his work

Management Review Team

Alyssa Dixon—Great attitude towards school
Izaak Haines—Doing great work
Year 5/6
Saralee Long— Welcome and great attendance and participation
Tony Gibson— Improved concentration in class
Secondary
Leharnie Turner, Ishmael Nandy, Aquaris Ross — Excellent
effort in Maths
Winunga Ronan—Excellent effort across all subjects

Yipirinya School Council has commissioned a whole
School Review. The Review involves the whole school
community looking at what is working well and the
things that can be improved.
Andrew White from Education Transformation in coordinating the review together with a local committee—
Yvonne Swao, Lou Hattam and Thomas Hampton.
Andrew is available at the school next week speaking
with staff and families. Ring the School for an appointment if you would like a specific input to the review.

WARLPIRI LANGUAGE CLASS
Leticia Robertson—Neat work in language class
Mykel Scruttan— Giving me a good feedback
Bailey Holt—Good listening and work in language class
Amalea Walker—Excellent work in language
Alacia Lewis— Excellent work in language
Latarne Wayne— Neat work good listening in language
Valmay Wayne and Antonia Martin—Excellent work in language
Keanu Paddy—Tidying up the language class
Tahinee Campbell—Good neat work in language
Jason Robertson—Good reading and recognising words in language

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK !!!!

This week Tarzan gets to spend time with the secondary
students

